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hardly less serious and far more disgraceful than that of
Kunersdorf.    Daun, with the main Austrian Daun and
army, was in Saxony.    Dresden was his, but g™ce in
the adroit manoeuvres of Prince Henry, and Saxony.
especially a wonderful march of fifty-eight miles in fifty
hours, had prevented his gaining the whole electorate.
Winter was coming on, and the Austrians were already
beginning to retire towards Bohemia for winter-quarters,
when Dresden, the sole material result of their campaign,
would have fallen again into the hands of the Prussians.
At this juncture Frederick appeared in his brother's
camp, just recovered from a bad attack of gout, elated
with his success in getting rid of the Russians, Novem-
and panting for fresh action.    With the view ber I3-
of hastening the retreat of the Austrians, and of driving
them, if possible, into the difficult Pirna coun-    .
i	i       j   /-*	i   t-»-     i	i	Finck takes
try, he ordered General Finck to take post post at
with his corps at Maxen, to bar their direct Maxen-
line of communications with Bohemia.    The movement
was effected against the advice of Prince Henry, and
Finck himself, an excellent officer whom Frederick had
likened to Turenne, remonstrated against its riskiness,
till Frederick cut him short with £ You know I can't stand
making of difficulties   contrive to get it done.7
The manoeuvre nearly succeeded. Daun, struck with
alarm, was on the point of hurrying off homewards, when
General Lacy showed him how to catch the Prussians in
their own trap. When he perceived his opportunity, his
dispositions were made with-his wonted skill. Leaving a
portion of his army to hold the camp of Dresden against
Frederick, he surrounded Finck with overwhelming num-
bers, and compelled his whole corps to lay down Capitulation
their arms. 12,000 Prussian soldiers, with 9 of Maxen,
'	37  Novem-
generals, and over 500 officers, thus became ber 23;
prisoners of war.    Finck saw what was impending, and

